The walkway is as a unitary platform for use by pedestrians and bicycles that is widened to a constant width of twelve metres. The boundary between the promenade and the beach is a prefabricated L-shaped wall which defines various boundary solutions, alternating between a finishing element and a bench-rail element, creating an apparently dynamic border that evokes the movements of the sea. This wall’s alignment is broken at various points to accommodate accesses and services related to seasonal summer uses, forming a series of perpendicular ramps on the promenade that descend to the level of the beach by means of a fold in the pavement.

Since there was an existing level of primary dunes, the intervention was based on preserving and strengthening the existing dunes and creating new ones, positioning sand collectors and a minimal initial planting. Between the line of dunes and the edge of the walkway, there is a strip of grass that has been preserved due to its good condition. On the promenade, there was a row of palm trees that were highly consolidated and preserved in the urban development process.